Clara

1. Explain the reasoning or purpose behind something before delving into the discussion about it. Ex. Why she started using serotonin?

2. Other than that tell her fantastic!!

>>>>>>>

1. good use of talking to the screen and then talking while showing slides. Well done.

2. Nice wrap up at the end.

3. Maybe sometimes a bit fast on some of the graphs as I was still trying to see the labels on the axis and then the next slide popped up. I guess I could just paused it. That is the advantaged of having a recording I guess.

4. The enthusiasm was very good.

>>>>>>>>

1. Well done overall

>>>>>>>>

1. I learned a lot as I did not know pH of saline had such an impact on HR. I wonder how a human heart reacts with low or high blood pH.

2. I wonder how long you can keep a heart alive in your saline... days or only hours?

3. It would be neat to see if you could keep it beating for a few days!!

>>>>>>>